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Mono® NOV’s Universal
Parts Outperform OEM
Parts At Nash WwTW
A high performance stator and rotor from Mono NOV®,
Europe’s leading designer and manufacturer of progressing
cavity pumps, parts, grinders, screens and packaged systems,
has outperformed OEM equivalents during a test by Kelda
Water Services at a Wastewater Treatment Works in South
Wales.
The stator and rotor, from Mono’s
Universal Parts range, were installed into
a progressing cavity pump in order to test
the integrity of the Mono parts against the
OEM parts.

“We are very happy with the results of the
stator and rotor from Mono’s Universal
Parts range and we soon hope to be
holding consignment stock of these
parts.”

Two Widethroat pumps, one installed
with the OEM stator and the other with
the Mono Universal Parts stator and rotor,
were set up side by side to pump very
abrasive and arduous sludge cake seven
meters to either a storage tank or a trailer
via large bore pipework.

Mono’s Universal Parts range has been
designed to provide a solution to rising
pump maintenance and whole life costs.
The range offers competitively priced,
high performance, durable parts that
provide cost effective alternatives to
branded progressing cavity pump parts.

Martyn Dillon, Catchment Manager for
Kelda Water, which is the operation
and maintenance partner for Welsh
Water, commented: “We installed the
Mono Universal Parts to provide a direct
comparison against our current supplier’s
parts. The duties were identical and the
numbers of hours run were all logged and
checked on a real time basis.
				
“Over and above the performance of
the OEM parts, which has now been
replaced, the Mono parts are still going
strong after an extra 500 hours, with
no drop off in performance. As well as
performing better, Mono’s pricing is in the
region of 30% less expensive than the
OEM part.

They attract the same warranties and
guarantees as parts for Mono’s own
progressing cavity pumps, and they have
been designed to be used in seepex®,
Netzsch®, PCM, Allweiler, Robbins &
Myers, Bornemann and Orbit pumps.
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Mono Universal Parts, which already
has an established customer base
across Europe, has comprehensive UK
stocks and best in class lead times and
availability. Mono also offers same day
delivery on stock items and a dedicated
aftermarket team, which make it a very
attractive offering for engineers in the UK
looking to control pump maintenance
costs without sacrificing high quality
service and parts.
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